We present a setup for time-resolved X-ray diffraction based on a short pulse, laser-driven plasma X-ray source. The employed modular design provides high flexibility to adapt the setup to the specific requirements (e.g., X-ray optics and sample environment) of particular applications. The configuration discussed here has been optimized toward high angular/momentum resolution and uses K a -radiation (4.51 keV) from a Ti wire-target in combination with a toroidally bent crystal for collection, monochromatization, and focusing of the emitted radiation. 2 Â 10 5 Ti-K a1 photons per pulse with 10 À4 relative bandwidth are delivered to the sample at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. This allows for the high dynamic range (10 4 ) measurements of transient changes in the rocking curves of materials as for example induced by laser-triggered strain waves.
I. INTRODUCTION
Combining atomic scale spatial and temporal resolution ultrafast time-resolved diffraction using short X-ray or electron pulses provides direct access to atomic motions in materials on their natural time scale, i.e., femtoseconds to picoseconds. This relatively new field of "structural dynamics" has seen tremendous progress in recent years mainly driven by the development of new sources (e.g., Refs. 1-4 and references therein). In the case of X-rays, the current standard is set by X-ray free electron lasers, which exhibit extreme brightness, ultrashort pulse duration (currently down to the few femtosecond level), and spatial coherence offering spectacular new opportunities. 5 While more and more of these large-scale facilities are getting operational and available to users, access is highly competitive and still very limited. Therefore, as an alternative, lab-scale approaches are still being pursued and developed. Among these, the hard X-ray emission of short-pulse laser-produced plasmas has found wide-spread use for radiography/imaging (e.g., Refs. [6] [7] [8] , time-resolved X-ray absorption (e.g., Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and, in particular, ultrafast diffraction (e.g., Refs. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In fact, the first time-resolved X-ray diffraction experiment with subpicosecond resolution has been performed at such a source. 25 By focusing a femtosecond laser pulse at intensities in excess of 10 16 Wcm -2 onto the surface of a solid target, high temperature plasmas with near-solid-density can be generated, 26 which represent an efficient source of hard X-rays. 27, 28 The emitted radiation contains continuum and characteristic line emission from the thin surface plasma layer and the "cold" solid behind. Due to collisionless interactions [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] (resonance absorption and/or vacuum heating) between the created plasma and the laser pulse, a fraction of the plasma electrons is accelerated to kinetic energies of several tens of kilo-electron-volts, much higher than the thermal energy of the rest of the plasma electrons (several hundreds of electron volts). 38 These "hot" electrons generate Bremsstrahlung and characteristic line emission very similar to a conventional X-ray tube by penetrating into the cold solid underneath the plasma layer. Since these high energy, hot electrons are a result of the direct laser-plasma interaction, the X-ray pulse duration can be comparable to the driving laser pulse duration. 34, 39 The efficiency of X-ray production critically depends on the hot electron distribution (their energy and number) and thus on the details of the laser-plasma interaction, which can be controlled through the laser parameters such as wavelength, intensity, angle of incidence, and laser polarization, as well as the properties of the created plasma (e.g., scale length).
For example, the K-shell ionization cross section is maximum at electron energies of a few times the K-shell ionization energy of a given material. 40 Consequently, optimum K a production can be expected if the average energy of the hot electron distribution peaks in this range. 34, 41, 42 This average energy, often described by an effective hot electron temperature T h , scales with the ponderomotive energy, i.e., T h / I 0 Á k 2 , where I 0 is the laser intensity and k its wavelength. [43] [44] [45] [46] Therefore, the laser wavelength and laser intensity are control parameters to improve the efficiency of X-ray production 47 or to push the Xray emission to higher energies. [48] [49] [50] Similarly important is the plasma scale length reached at the peak of the laser pulse where the intensity is maximum. 30 Since plasma formation occurs already at intensities in the range of 10 13 Wcm -2 , the conversion efficiency is very sensitive to the temporal structure of the rising edge of the laser pulse. If the laser-pulse contrast ratio (LPCR) is low (e.g., due to imperfect stretching and recompression of the laser pulses in the typically used chirped-pulse-amplification-CPA-laser systems or due to prepulses and/or amplified spontaneous emission-ASE), plasma formation and expansion occur well before the pulse maximum. In some cases, 35, 36, 51, 52 a "passive" optimization of X-ray production has been achieved through the inherent time structure of the given drive laser. In contrast, laser systems with high LPCR controlled prepulse schemes have been employed to actively improve laser-driven plasma X-ray sources. 42, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] Based on our previous detailed investigations of K a X-ray production, 57 we present here a setup for time-resolved X-ray diffraction based on an optimized laser-driven plasma Ti-K a X-ray source. We employ a modular design that provides high flexibility with respect to the specific requirements (e.g., X-ray optics and sample environment) of particular applications. The configuration discussed here has been optimized toward high angular/momentum resolution by using a toroidally bent crystal for collection, monochromatization, and focusing of the emitted radiation.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we give a brief description of the technical features of the setup. The main section discusses the spectral characterization of the X-ray source (Sec. III A), the optimization of its K a yield (Sec. III B), the characterization of the toroidally bent crystal used for focusing and monochromatization (Sec. III C), and static and time-resolved diffraction experiments on "test" samples to demonstrate its performance (Sec. III D). Finally, Sec. IV summarizes the properties of the setup.
II. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION
The laser used as the driver for the X-ray source is a home-build CPA Ti:sapphire laser system, including an oscillator, an eight-pass preamplifier, and a four-pass booster amplifier. The system provides pulses with <100 fs pulse duration at a center wavelength of 800 nm and a pulse energy of approximately 150 mJ at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The pulses exhibit a high LPCR of about 10 7 at 2 ps ahead of the pulse peak; the LPCR to ASE is better than 10 8 .
First, the incoming laser beam is split into a "main-pulse" and a weaker "prepulse" beam by using a mirror with a hole in the center ("holey-mirror") as a beam splitter. While the main-pulse represents the actual X-ray driver, the prepulse is used to generate a preplasma to enhance X-ray generation (see Sec. III B). After introducing a suitable delay, these two beams are recombined by a second holey-mirror beam splitter. Before, a third beam, which serves as the "pump pulse" to excite the sample under study (separate delay control), is split from the main-pulse by an off-center holey-mirror beam splitter.
Main-and prepulses are guided collinearly to a small vacuum chamber (see Fig. 1 ; pressure % 10 -2 mbar) and focused by a plano-concave lens with a focal length of 30 cm onto the surface of a Ti wire with a diameter of 250 lm. The beam diameters at the focus of the lens are 25 lm and 60 lm for main-and prepulses, respectively. With the given pulse energy, this results in maximum intensities on the wire of close to 10 17 Wcm -2 for the main-pulse and %10 15 Wcm -2 for the prepulse. Due to their high intensity, both pulses induce material ablation in the irradiated area, and a fresh target has to be provided for each laser pulse (pair). Therefore, the wire is continuously pulled over high-precision, ball-bearing mounted guides using a motor with adjustable torque installed outside the vacuum chamber, resulting in a positional stability of about 65 lm in all directions.
For radiation safety purposes and in order to eliminate any hard X-ray background, the wire-target assembly is enclosed by a leadhousing with minimized laser input and X-ray output openings. Additional lead shielding is attached to the inner walls of the stainlesssteel vacuum chamber. Under normal operating conditions, this results in a radiation level below 1 lSv/h at 10 cm distance from the chamber.
As in a conventional X-ray tube, the X-ray emission of the plasma occurs spatially incoherent into the full solid angle. Therefore, suitable X-ray optics are required to collect and refocus the radiation of the plasma onto the sample under study. Here, we use a toroidally bent Ge crystal in a 1:1 imaging Rowland circle geometry. 58, 59 The geometry is chosen such that the Bragg-condition is fulfilled over the whole area of the mirror resulting in very high reflectivity for a fraction of the bandwidth of the K a -emission. As discussed in more detail below, a focus with a diameter of about 80 lm (FWHM), which contains up to 2 Â10 5 X-ray photons per pulse with a spectral bandwidth of approximately 0.43 eV centered on the K a1 line, has been achieved at our source using this mirror.
With our modular scheme, only the X-ray source needs to be in vacuum to avoid nonlinearities in air due to the high intensity of the focused laser beam. The other parts of the setup (X-ray optic, sample Structural Dynamics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/sdy stage, and detector) are separated from the X-ray source chamber and can be flexibly moved/exchanged if required. For example, to enable experiments at low temperature, a cryostat with a small sample vacuum chamber can be inserted (as schematically depicted in Fig. 1 ). Alternatively, we use an in-air sample manipulator/goniometer for room-temperature measurements, which allows for larger or multiple samples. Since the Ti-K a radiation at 4.51 keV is significantly absorbed in air (1/e absorption length % 16 cm 60 ), He-purged beam tubes are placed between different components to minimize absorption. A thinned, back-illuminated Si CCD (Princeton Instrument PI-MTE:1300B) is used as a detector for the X-rays diffracted by the sample. This detector exhibits a quantum efficiency of 55% at 4.51 keV 61 and a chip area of 26.8 Â 26 mm 2 (1340 Â 1300 pixels of 20 Â 20 lm 2 size).
To account for the variation of the X-ray flux due to both longterm drifts and short-term fluctuations, 62 a "direct" normalization [62] [63] [64] [65] scheme has been implemented in which a GaAs crystal is properly placed at a second output of the X-ray source chamber, and the integrated diffraction signal of its (111)-reflection is monitored by a large area (diameter 10 mm) X-ray sensitive avalanche photodiode (APD). This allows us to normalize the diffraction signals recorded using the CCD with an accuracy of better than 2%.
The angle a between the optical pump and the X-ray probe beam in combination with the finite X-ray beam size leads to a variation in the relative arrival time at the sample surface limiting the temporal resolution of the experiment. For the current geometry (a % 50 ), this results in a temporal smearing of about 0.45 ps at a Bragg-angle of 20 , which reduces to 0.2 ps for larger Bragg-angles. This is still sufficient for the investigation of transient strain effects-the application this setup has been optimized for-which occur on "acoustic," picosecond time scales.
III. SETUP CHARACTERIZATION AND -OPTIMIZATION
This section discusses the detailed characterization and optimization of the setup. This includes the measurements of the source spectrum, our efforts to maximize the K a yield, and the performance characterization of the bent crystal mirror in terms of efficiency, focusing capability, and bandwidth.
A. Spectral characterization
Spectral characterization has been done in two steps. First, the Si CCD was placed between the source and the bent crystal mirror and operated in photon-counting mode by drastically reducing the X-ray flux through a reduction of the drive laser power. In this mode, the detector acts as a spectrometer since a single X-ray photon produces a charge in the detecting pixel that is proportional to the photon energy. 66 Thus, a histogram of the signals in all the pixels of the CCD represents the spectrum of the detected radiation. A typical result is shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The measured spectrum is characterized by a broad continuum and two line emission features, which represent the K a and K b emission of Ti. It needs to be stressed that the apparent continuum at energies below the K-shell emission lines is only partly due to Bremsstrahlung since at these photon energies, there is a nonnegligible probability that the charge generated by a K a or K b photon is shared between two or more pixels. 66 Due to the limited energy resolution of about 150 eV, the CCD is not able to resolve spectral fine structures, namely, the spin-orbit split K a1 and K a2 lines (energy separation, 5.98 eV). Therefore, in a second step, the toroidally bent Ge crystal, which provides a spectral resolution of % 0.43 eV (see Sec. III C), was utilized as a scanning spectrometer (by changing the incidence angle) to precisely measure the emitted K a spectrum. As depicted in Fig. 2(b) , the K a1 and K a2 lines are completely resolved. Their width was measured as % 3.1 eV, which is broader than the reported natural Ti-K a linewidths of about 1.45 eV and 2.13 eV, 67 respectively. This broadening has been observed before 68, 69 and attributed to emission contributions from atoms in higher ionization states.
B. Source optimization
As discussed before, the drive laser intensity and the plasma scale length have a major influence on X-ray generation and thus the K a -flux available in a diffraction experiment.
A straight-forward way to vary the intensity without changing the laser energy is to change the distance between the focusing lens and the wire, thus changing the laser spot size on the wire by moving it in and out of the focus, where the intensity is the highest. The red data points in Fig. 3(a) show the total K a yield 70 as a function of the relative lens position (zero marks the position with the wire in the focus) for the case, when only the main-pulse is used for X-ray generation. It can be clearly seen that the maximum K a yield is not obtained for the highest available intensity but with the wire approximately 0.4 mm before the focus and thus at an intensity below 10 17 Wcm -2 . This is in agreement with previous observations 36, 42, 56, 57, 71 and also with the results of theoretical calculations 34 which predict a maximum K a yield for Ti at intensities of a few times 10 16 Wcm -2 .
Due to the high LPCR of the laser system used here, only a short scale length preplasma is created by the leading edge of a single pulse. Therefore, the collisionless coupling of laser energy to the plasma and consequently the X-ray production is not optimum. 30 We have shown previously 57 that it is possible to maximize the K a flux by creating a preplasma with the angle of incidence-dependent optimum plasma scale length using a controlled prepulse with a suitable negative delay with respect to the X-ray generating main-pulse. We apply this approach here. The prepulse had a maximum intensity of almost 10 15 FIG. 2. Spectra of plasma X-ray emission: (a) low resolution spectrum measured using the X-ray CCD operating in photon counting mode. (b) High resolution spectrum of the Ti-K a emission measured by rocking the toroidally bent mirror (red circles; the blue line represents a guide to the eye).
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scitation.org/journal/sdy Wcm -2 with the wire in the focus of the lens. The measured K a yield vs delay time is depicted in Fig. 3 (b). Positive delay times mean that the prepulse arrives earlier than the main-pulse, so the plasma scale length increases with delay time. As expected, the K a flux is enhanced at positive delays, when the plasma generated by the prepulse has been expanded. A maximum yield increase of about a factor of two is reached at approximately 20 ps. In line with our previous results, 57 a relatively long scale length preplasma and thus a long delay between pre-and main-pulse are required due to the near-normal incidence of the laser on the wire, which has been chosen to minimize the effects of fluctuations of the wire position and the laser pointing. The data shown in Fig. 3(b) have been measured at the lens position, which resulted in maximum K a production "without" the prepulse. 72 As illustrated by the blue data points in Fig. 3(a) , we were able to improve the X-ray yield with the prepulse further by reducing the intensity of both the pre-and the main-pulse through an increase in the wire-focus distance. At optimum conditions, a maximum Ti K a flux of more than 1:3 Â 10 10 photons s À1 sr -1 was achieved, which corresponds to %2 Â 10 5 photons per pulse delivered to the sample.
C. X-Ray optics
Almost at any X-ray source, X-ray optical elements are used to direct, focus, or more generally manipulate the radiation for an intended application. For example, at accelerator based X-ray sources such as synchrotrons and X-ray free electron lasers, which usually exhibit well collimated and often highly monochromatic beams, lenses 73 and curved mirrors based on total reflection at grazing incidence 74 are employed. In contrast, the spatially incoherent 4p-emission of laser-plasma based X-ray sources requires optics, which allows us to collect the radiation over a sufficiently large solid angle and deliver it to the sample in a suitably shaped beam (focused and/or collimated). Bent crystals, multilayer mirrors, and capillary optics have been utilized for this purpose. 58, 59, [75] [76] [77] [78] Among these, bent crystals provide the highest spectral purity. 75 Since the spectral bandwidth determines the angular/momentum resolution of a diffraction experiment, such an optic has been chosen for the current setup. They are based on Bragg diffraction and can achieve a high reflectivity over a large area since the lattice planes are parallel to the geometrical surface of either spherically or toroidally bent crystals. 58 In the current setup, we employ the (400)-reflection of a toroidally bent Ge-crystal with the (100)-orientation. It has been fabricated by INRAD, inc., 79 to our specifications, and technical details have been discussed by Nicoul et al. 59 In brief, a 12.5 mm wide, 40 mm high, and 90 lm thick Ge crystal is bound to a toroidally shaped glass substrate [see the photograph in Fig. 4(a) ]. Such a toroidally bent crystal mirror provides a quasimonochromatic 1:1 image of a point-like source if the source and image are located on the Structural Dynamics ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/sdy so-called Rowland-circle, as depicted in Fig. 4(b) , such that the vertical and horizontal bending radii R V and R H , respectively, satisfy the condition RV RH ¼ sin 2 h B , with h B being the Bragg angle for the required X-ray wavelength (here, h B ¼ 76:32 for Ti K a1 ).
To ensure both the highest monochromaticity and a homogeneous reflectivity across the mirror surface, the source needs to be accurately positioned on the Rowland circle. Therefore, the sourcemirror distance and the Bragg-angle [see also Fig. 2(b) ] have been carefully adjusted by monitoring the intensity distribution of the reflected/diffracted K a radiation with the X-ray CCD placed between the mirror and the sample/image position [marked by the dashed line labeled as "topography" in Fig. 4(b) ]. Figure 5(a) shows the reflectivity distribution and its vertically and horizontally averaged cross sections for optimum adjustment. Despite fluctuations resulting from the short detector integration time (corresponding to a relatively low average number of photons per pixel), these data evidence a homogeneous reflectivity across the entire mirror surface. In the image plane ("focus" of the X-ray mirror), this transfers into a monochromatic and homogeneous intensity distribution as a function of angle over the full convergence range of 1.4 in the horizontal direction (the dispersion direction of our setup) and 4.5 vertically. In this configuration, the complete angular dependence of the diffraction signal of a sample, i.e., its rocking curve, can be obtained without actually "rocking" (rotating) the sample.
Another critical point for optical pump-X-ray probe experiments concerns the exact determination of the focus/image position of such a mirror because severe distortions of the angular distribution of the X-rays diffracted off the laser-excited area can occur if the sample under study is not properly positioned in the focus. 80 To precisely localize the focus, knife-edge scans using blades mounted on the sample stage exactly in the plane of the sample surface have been performed for different distances between the mirror and the sample [see the top schematic in Fig. 5(b) ]. The results of such knife-edge scans for the best focus are depicted in the bottom part of Fig. 5(b) , which shows the normalized "transmitted" signal as a function of the position of the horizontal (red) and vertical (blue) blades, respectively. The measured data can be described very well by an error function TðxÞ ¼ 1 2 ð1 À erf x x0 À Á Þ (black dash-dotted curves), where x 0 corresponds to the 1=e-radius of a Gaussian beam. From these fits, we determine the focus/image diameter (FWHM) to 83 6 2 lm and 80 6 2 lm in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. This size represents the convolution between the imaging properties of the bent mirror and the X-ray source size (which we have not measured here) and is small enough to allow for a sufficient pump-probe spot size ratio.
D. Static and Dynamic Diffraction
In this section, we present the results of static (without laser pumping) and time-resolved (with laser pumping) diffraction measurements to discuss the treatment of the diffraction data, to characterize the angular/momentum resolution of the experiment, and to demonstrate the overall performance and sensitivity of the setup. For this purpose, two different samples have been investigated, namely, a (100)oriented bulk GaAs crystal and a 180 nm thick, (111)-oriented Ge film, hetero-epitaxially grown on a (111)-oriented bulk Si substrate. 81 Figure 6 (a) (top panel) shows the raw detector images of (i) the (400)-reflection of the GaAs crystal, (ii) the (111)-reflection of the Si substrate, and (iii) the (111)-reflection of the 180 nm thick Ge film on top of the Si crystal, all obtained with an integration time of 1 min (600 X-ray pulses) and without optical pumping. With an incident Xray flux of about 2 Â 10 5 K a photons per pulse, the detected integrated diffraction signal in photons per pulse is 240, 90, and 60 for the GaAs (400), Si (111), and Ge (111) reflections, respectively.
All diffraction patterns exhibit the shape of curved lines [most pronounced for GaAs (400)]. This is caused by the fact that an X-ray "beam" with a large convergence (1.4 horizontally and 4.5 vertically) is used. As depicted schematically in Fig. 6(b) , all possible incident and diffracted X-rays for a particular reflection (hkl) lie on the so-called Kossel-cone (blue), which has a full opening angle of 180 À 2h B and an axis along the reciprocal lattice vectorG hkl . From the Kossel-cone, the X-rays (with center rayk X ) focused by the bent mirror onto the sample surface [marked green in Fig. 6(b) ] cut out a curved, lineshaped segment (red). Since the opening angle of the Kossel-cone decreases with the increasing Bragg-angle, the curvature of the diffraction pattern is the strongest for the (400)-reflection of GaAs (Bragg angle, 76.4 ). In these images, the horizontal axis corresponds to the "dispersive" direction, and rocking curves are, in principle, obtained as horizontal cross sections after the vertical integration of the diffraction pattern. However, the bending of the diffraction pattern leads to distortions of the rocking curves. Therefore, to achieve the highest possible angular resolution, we applied a bending correction by fitting the curved diffraction line by a parabola, which is then used to "unbend" the whole pattern, e.g., Fig. 6(c) . The effect and the necessity for this bending correction are illustrated in Fig. 6(d) , which shows the rocking curve of the GaAs (400) reflection without (gray curve) and with (red curve) bending correction. The rocking curve obtained from the uncorrected diffraction pattern is broadened and strongly asymmetrically deformed compared to the corrected case. Figure 7 shows (red-gray) the rocking curves derived from the measured diffraction pattern in Fig. 6 after bending correction. The experimental curves are compared to calculated rocking curves (blue) using the XCrystal-routine from the XOP-package 82 
(ver. 2.3).
It is obvious that all experimental curves exhibit a larger width than the curves calculated for perfect crystals and a strictly monochromatic and fully collimated X-ray beam. The experimental rocking curve width DH exp has three different contributions, namely, due to the finite X-ray spot size (converted into angle) on the sample DH spot , due to the bandwidth of the radiation reflected by the bent mirror DH bw , and due to the "natural" rocking curve width DH rc of the corresponding reflection (polarization averaged). We assume here DH 2 exp ¼ DH 2 spot þ DH 2 bw þ DH 2 rc . Commercial wafers of GaAs and Si, as have been used here, exhibit almost a perfect crystalline structure. Therefore, their natural rocking curve should be close to the calculated ones. For the Si (111)reflection, we measure an angular width of DH Si tot ¼ 0.022 corresponding to 4 pixels or 80 lm on the detector and thus equal to the measured X-ray spot size on the sample [compare Fig. 5(b) ]. In this case, the contributions from the natural rocking curve width DH rc ¼ 0.003 and the bandwidth DH bw ¼ 0.003 (see below) are negligible. In contrast, for the case of the thin Ge-film, DH rc dominates the overall width. However, the measured width of 0.074 is significantly larger than the width of the calculated rocking curve (0.04 ). Moreover, the experimental rocking curve lacks the thickness fringes of the calculated curve. We attribute both observations to a finite mosaic spread in the hetero-epitaxially grown film. Finally, for the GaAs (400)-reflection, all three effects contribute similarly, which allows us to determine the spectral bandwidth of the radiation reflected by the mirror. With a total Fig. 6(d . This bandwidth is comparable but larger than the natural bandwidth of the Ge (400)-reflection of a plane crystal of DE rc ¼ 0.27 eV. We attribute this to slight strain effects in the bent crystal, which will increase its bandwidth and decrease the peak reflectivity. 83 With the mirror bandwidth DE mi ¼ 0.43 eV, its acceptance solid angle DX mi ¼ 1:92 Â 10 À3 sr, assuming a polarization-averaged peak reflectivity R av ¼ 0.85 (chosen somewhat smaller than the value of 0.92 for the plane crystal), and the measured Ti-K a1 linewidth of DE Ka1 ¼ 3.1 eV, we can derive the mirror efficiency as g ¼ R av Á ðDE mi =DE Ka1 Þ Á ðDX mi =4pÞ % 1:8 Â 10 À5 (this value has been used to estimate the total K a -yield of our plasma X-ray source; see Sec. III B).
We finally present here exemplary time-resolved data obtained on the Ge/Si heterostructure after optical excitation of the Ge top layer with 100 fs, 800 nm laser pulses. Figure 8 shows the measured transient rocking curves (red) of the (111)-reflection of the 180 nm Ge overlayer (left column, linear scale) and the (111)-reflection of the bulk Si-substrate (right column, logarithmic scale) for three different pump-probe time delays. The gray curves represent the corresponding rocking curves of the unexcited sample measured at a pump-probe time delay of À15 ps, i.e., before the arrival of the optical pump.
For the Ge film, we observe a shift and broadening of the whole rocking curve toward smaller diffraction angles, indicating (an initially inhomogeneous) expansion of the lattice. In contrast, the main peak of the Si-rocking curve remains essentially unchanged but develops shoulders, initially only on the high angle side (indicating compression), but later also on the low-angle side (indicating expansion). This behavior can be explained by strain waves, 84 which are triggered by the almost instantaneous increase in stress/pressure in the Ge-film upon its electronic excitation and the subsequent lattice heating. Initially, rarefaction waves are launched at both boundaries of the Ge film (the free surface and the Ge-Si interface), which propagate back and forth in the Ge-film while being partially transmitted into the Si-substrate on each round trip. The expansion of the Ge-film is evidenced by the overall shift (and broadening) of the rocking curves toward smaller diffraction angles. This expansion leads to a compression of the Si substrate (shoulder of the Si rocking curve on the high angle side for 15 ps and 33 ps). At later times, a train of bipolar strain pulses 14, 84, 85 develops, resulting in shoulders/satellites on both sides of the main Si (111)-peak.
The detailed strain evolution is determined by the complex interplay of electronic and thermal stress contributions, 84 which, as our measurements reveal, exhibit pronounced temporal and fluence dependencies. This we attribute to the dependence of the effective deformation potential, which determines the magnitude of the electronic stress, on the fluence-and time-dependent density of the laserexcited electron-hole plasma. While a detailed discussion of these processes is beyond the scope of this paper and will be presented in a separate publication, 86 we would like to stress that the high dynamic range (best visible for the logarithmically presented Si-data) of almost 10 4 enabled us to monitor even subtle changes in the rocking curves with high sensitivity and was key to separate and quantify different stress contributions.
IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In summary, we have presented here a modular setup for timeresolved "optical-pump-X-ray-probe" diffraction experiments, which is based on a low repetition rate (10 Hz), laser-driven plasma K a X-ray source. X-ray production with Ti as the target material has been optimized by carefully adjusting the laser intensity and by employing a prepulse-scheme resulting in a total Ti K a (4.51 keV) flux of up to 1:7 Â 10 11 photons per second into the full solid angle. By using a toroidally bent Ge (100) crystal to collect and refocus the K a emission of the plasma, narrow bandwidth (0.43 eV; 10 À4 relative) radiation with %2 Â 10 6 photons per second and a small spot size of % 80 lm (FWHM) can be delivered to the sample. Table I summarizes the characteristics of the setup. 88 The current configuration, by using the bent crystal optics, allows experiments with high angular/momentum resolution and is-as demonstrated by the data presented in Fig. 8 -well suited to monitor the transient changes in rocking curves. However, the modular approach provides a high flexibility to adopt the setup to specific requirements of a particular experiment/application: (i) The target material defines the X-ray photon energy, and we use our wire-source also with Cu (E Ka ¼ 8.05 keV) since suitable X-ray optics (bent crystals 59 and multilayer optics 75, 76 ) are available. (ii) Using multilayer optics, which exhibit a significantly larger bandwidth (i.e., full K a emission), we can expect with our current source an almost an orderof-magnitude higher K a photon flux on the sample. Such a configuration can be used when the shape and position of the rocking curve do not change, but only the diffraction intensity due to the structure factor changes (e.g., caused by the excitation of optical phonons 18, 89 ). (iii) Also, the sample environment can be flexibly changed to allow for example measurements at low temperatures (cryostat) or the study of irreversible dynamics (e.g., melting [15] [16] [17] ), which require a sample manipulator/goniometer for large samples (%10 cm) and rapid sample motion since a fresh sample area has to be provided for each pulse.
It also needs be stressed that many other laser plasma X-ray sources employ few-millijoule, kilohertz repetition rate laser systems and achieve a similar average X-ray flux. In contrast, we use a high pulse energy (>100 mJ), low repetition rate drive laser, which results in a two orders of magnitude higher per-pulse X-ray flux. Therefore, a correspondingly lower number of X-ray probe-and optical pump cycles is required to obtain time-resolved diffraction data with a similar integrated signal. This reduction of the optical "dose" is critical for the above-mentioned studies of irreversible dynamics since the sample area is usually limited and more generally when working in an excitation regime where accumulative sample damage becomes an issue. 
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